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each of these patches represents a tone from a famous song. since some songs have
multiple tracks with different tones, we chose the tone we felt was most identifiable

with the song. of course, your own guitar will affect the tone you get, so were
including recommendations with each patch as to whether you should use a single

coil (sc) or a humbucker (hum). if you have both types, try using the suggested
pickup first. echoes was written during a period when pink floyd were constantly

touring and at the same time trying to write new material that would (hopefully) free
them from the barrett era and the old songs theyd been playing to death. the song
was written during several studio sessions in january and february 1971 and played
live for the first time in norwich, uk, april 22. 1971, seven months before the release
of meddle. my favorite patches are: guitar tech patch library - this has an amazing
collection of effects and amp sounds. there are over 500 patches included ranging

from the most popular effects and classic amp sounds, to sounds from the most
obscure artists. the collection is well organized and easy to navigate. it has sounds

that are easy to work into your mix and to learn. the price of the pack is a steal, but it
is still a decent investment. boss gt 100 patches - this pack is similar to the gt-100
patches pack but instead of effects and amp sounds, it has a collection of presets
from the gt-100. there are over 1000 presets. this is a great pack to start with and

something to learn from. again, it has presets that are easy to work into your mix and
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to learn. the price of the pack is a steal.
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i have to say that i picked up a new set of boss gt pedals after listening to the album.
and i'm pretty happy with them. i like the delayed sound of the boss gt1p's with a

clean pass and 1/4 power for the sustained sound. the audio is clean and crisp. i like
how the stutter effect turns the pitch bend on the gt1p close to a pitch bend and a

flange. finally, the reverb effect is smooth and easy to use. not really a sound i want
to change. it's nice for switching from clean to distorted without changing pedals. the

boss gt1a is solid and the gt1p is a sound i've been looking for. both pedals are
priced to move. i'm already on my second set of pedals, and not looking to stop at

just a pair of boss gt pedals. i've got plenty to try out. nice job band. hey tony, i just
saw your video.."master of puppets / ablum recording.net.". i love to see people

talking about their gear. i think that 90% of the people in the music world have the
music world's tools, and 90% don't really bother to talk about them. it's like people
who don't write much about their cars they drive. it's cool though.-don this song is

from a live show that took place on march 1, 1972, in berkeley, ca and is one of the
last songs performed during floyd's entire existence. although the show was not

recorded, a recording of the opening 24 minutes was made by suzy weston on her
swiss radio program. however, there are many bootlegs of the show, so these are

probably the best you can find as far as quality is concerned. please note that artist
patches are an emulation of their style from various sources and 100% acuracy is not

possible due to variations in equipment setup but please check out our great
feedback to see how popular this product is. there are about 650 patches as well as
amp tones and guitar effects. artist files may contain from between 1 to 20 patches

depending on what is available. 5ec8ef588b
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